SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Office of Student Life has a new Microsoft Teams site for faculty to input projects for which they seek medical student engagement, as well as posters they have completed but have not made it to publication yet. This is a tremendous opportunity to get faculty the assistance they need from medical students to complete projects in a more rapid manner while also exposing medical students to different aspects of research efforts.

Faculty Instructions:
We have instituted a new platform to collect scholarly projects faculty would like students assistance with. This platform is on a TEAMS website and has two main parts; the first is a database of new projects that we expect students will use to search for MSA activity and other scholarly projects they can get involved in. The second opportunity is if you have a project that has already been submitted as a poster but has lost momentum and hasn’t made it to the manuscript phase. You can upload the poster itself to the main TEAMS site, which is divided by specialty; you can put the poster in the “Files” section.

Forms Research Project Entry
Click the above link to submit the research project you would like to have student assistance with. This compiled resource will be distributed to school of medicine students who will reach out if interested in your project.

Poster to Paper Initiative Teams Site
Click the above link to upload a poster needing manuscript preparation assistance from students. You may upload your poster in the ‘Files’ section on each specialty subpage or into the ‘General’ teams site.

Student Instructions:
We have instituted a new platform to collect projects that faculty would like to have students assist with. This platform is on a TEAMS website and has two main parts; the first is a database of new projects that students can use to search for MSA activity and other scholarly projects. The second opportunity is helping faculty posters get a manuscript prepared from a submitted poster.

Teams Project Database or Excel Database Spreadsheet
Click the above link to view research projects faculty need assistance with. If you find a project you are interested in, please reach out to that Mentor/PI via email for further information.

Poster to Paper Initiative Teams Site
Click the above link to view poster submissions that need assistance in manuscript preparation. Each specialty subpage will host unique posters under the ‘Files’ link. Should you find a poster that interests you, reach out to the mentor/PI via email for further information.